RUNNER – What do I do?

The basics:

- Be prepared to keep score or act as timekeeper if possible
- Pick up question sets from Command Central at the beginning of each round
- Return questions and completed score sheets to Command Central and exchange for next round of questions.

To begin:

- Shut competition room door prior to the start of each half--as teams are testing buzzers
  - Stand by the closed door to eliminate spectators from entering during each half.
    (Exception: photographer and science bowl staff—identified by jackets)
- Open door at the half and again at the end of each round
- Bring bottled water to workers in your room (including yourself) as needed
  - Available at Command Central
- Help reset the competition room when you are done for the day
  - Instructions are in the tote pocket

Minimum Requirements:
- Be familiar with the competition structure
- Follow the timing of the round
- Be comfortable standing as needed during competitions
- Be at least a senior in high school